We examine the two solutions (massive and scaling) for the covariant Yang-Mills Dyson-Schwinger equations within stochastic quantization, and find that the scaling solution does not survive outside Landau gauge. We also see that the (rainbow) massive solution has less Faddeev-Popov effective action. Finally, we argue that gluon confinement has only been marginally established in experiment and suggest further empirical work.
The two solutions of YM theory within stochastic quantization
Two families of solutions to the wave equations of Yang-Mills theory have been widely studied. The first is called "massive" or "decoupling" [1] and characterized by a dynamically generated gluon mass scale, with Euclidean gluon propagator Z(k 2 )/k 2 ∝ 1/(k 2 + m 2 ). The second is a ghost dominated, gluon suppressed "scaling" solution [2] with respective power-law behaviors Z(k 2 )/k 2 ∝ (k 2 ) 2κ−1 and G(k 2 )/k 2 ∝ (k 2 ) −κ−1 (with κ > 0.5). Lattice gauge theory finds the massive solution in Landau-gauge fixed simulations [3] . Much discussion has focused on the ability to fix the gauge in large lattices and the presence of Gribov copies.
To continue studying the impact of the formation of a Gribov horizon and the gauge dependence of the solutions [4] we have performed [5] a numerical analysis within stochastic quantization [6] . In this approach to YangMills theory the weight employed to compute correlators A(x)A(y) = DAA(x)A(y)e −S (YM) [A] , akin to a Boltzmann equilibrium distribution e −βE , is seen as the end-point e −S (YM) [A] = lim τ →∞ P (τ ) of a stochastic random walk in a fictitious time parameter τ . P satisfies a Fokker-Planck equation with force
To avoid the stochastic evolution running away along a gauge orbit (line of constant action), Zwanziger added a force that respects gauge-independent dynamics, a gauge transformation
The real constant a controls the relative intensity of the stochastic Yang-Mills and the gauge-restoring forces. The gauge is not strictly fixed, rather, gaugeequivalent configurations are weighted in a smooth manner, with much less probability for those farther from A = 0, except in the limit a → 0 that fixes the Landau gauge. The Gribov problem is thus bypassed. While P (∞) is not known, its uniqueness and positivity, as well as the Dyson-Schwinger equations have been derived. Since this "soft" gauge fixing method uses no Faddeev-Popov ghosts, one has instead both transverse and longitudinal dressing functions of the gluon propagator,
Solving the rainbow DSE's for Z T and Z L (see figure 1 ) we find that the scaling solution can be found only in Landau gauge, not for finite a, suggesting indeed a connection to the Gribov horizon, while massive solutions can be found for both a = 0 and finite a. To understand from the continuum DSE perspective why lattice data favors the massive-like solutions we have examined the effective action [7] Γ[D, G] that generates DSE equations via δΓ/δD = 0, δΓ/δG = 0. We have evaluated the effective action for the bare (perturbative) propagators, for the massive propagators, and for the scaling ones. For simplicity we have limited ourselves to the rainbow DSE's in Faddeev-Popov formalism
The outcome, reported in figure 2 , clearly shows that the massive propagator has least action in an unconstrained minimization, with the scaling solution disfavored. A natural question to ask is whether a constrained minimization can pick up the scaling solution in DSE or in a lattice computation, and whether such constraint is necessary from the point of view of the Gribov horizon formation in Landau gauge or similar considerations. Searching for empirical evidence for either Yang-Mills scenario made us observe that not even gluon confinement stands on solid empirical footing [8] . What has been experimentally established is quark confinement, by modern reassesments of Millikan's experiments against fractional charges at rest [9] as well as energy deposition in high energy reactions [10] that exclude energetic quarks (see figure 3) .
Empirical studies of gluon confinement
Possible evidence for gluon confinement could come from meson decays, since π 0 → γγ accounts for the π 0 width, not leaving room for the gluon reaction π 0 → gg. The decay is however kinematically closed for both infrared solutions, that are gapped. Υ → ggg has sufficient phase space, but 40 keV of its width is currently unaccounted for, so only a loose bound σ bb → ggg < 0.1µbarn can be obtained [8] .
We suggest to further constrain free gluon production at hadron colliders such as the LHC. If a liberated gluon would reach the beampipe or vertex detector, because of its color charge, it would have a very short mean free path of about 0.6cm (see figure 4 for an estimate of the cross section based on Regge physics and large N c [11] ). A sketch of our experimental proposal is detailed in figure 5 . Proposal to obtain collider bounds on gluon confinement. If the would-be liberated gluon reached the detector material, it would interact very strongly with atomic nuclei and eject a secondary proton (left), identified by its energy deposition and time-of-flight detector signal. The neutron background at the mbarn level can be ameleorated by noting that secondary protons would be spallated much earlier by gluons than they are by neutrons (right). Gluon liberation bounds at the µbarn to nbarn level, depending on gluon energy, should be expected in pp collisions.
Conclusion
We have recalled the two widely studied behaviors for the infrared gluon. A massive-like propagator seems favored by lattice data in Landau gauge and we have shown that the effective action in the DSE formalism also suggests that this massive solution appears under unconstrained minimization. The scaling solution where the Green's functions are all power laws remains nevertheless of theoretical interest, and we have shown that in stochastic quantization it appears only in Landau gauge, so perhaps it is a feature of Gribov horizon formation. Although exploring alternative behaviors of IR glue in experiment seems appealing, we have noticed that gluon confinement itself is not on solid empirical footing, and have suggested to set bounds on it at hadron colliders.
